SELF TAPE INSTRUCTIONS
Creating and submitting a self-tape audition is easy and fun. Some people perceive
this process to be out of reach but rest assured it is very easy to do and professional
quality video is NOT required. The important part casting directors are always
looking for is the quality of the content.
Monologue Preparation
In preparation for filming your submission (mobile phone video is acceptable and
encouraged) the talent should learn their monologue (more or less 30 seconds) and
film in a quiet, well lit space. When you get the take you are looking for be sure to
label it making it easy to access once you are ready to submit. You can upload to
YouTube or Vimeo and from there you click on the SHARE option and save the URL.
When submitting you can cut and paste the URL into the appropriate box.
Dance
If you already have a dance clip from a previous performance we encourage you to
share that clip. Copy the URL and input it to the appropriate box. If you do not
currently have a performance dance video, please follow the same suggestions given
for monologue preparation.
Singing
It is important to know that you do not need to have a Pop, Opera or Broadway star
quality voice to be cast in This Way To Broadway. You should pick the song you like
the most and the one you are most comfortable singing. This performance can be
captured on a video or audio format. Submit the clip in the same manner as
Monologue or Dance.
Additional Information
Everyone must submit a monologue and either a singing or dancing video or audio
clip.
Here are clips that explain how to upload your videos and keep them private
protected by a password. Be sure to share the password with Thommie in the box
marked “Anything Thommie Should Know”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNb-fjdZ_CI
https://vimeo.com/blog/post/share-unlisted-videos-with-private-links/

